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Land Acknowledgement and Context-Setting

• I am joining you today from the traditional territories of the Mississaugas
of the Credit, the Anishinaabeg, Chippewa, Haudenosaunee, and Huron-
Wendat peoples.

• My intention as an immigrant and settler to this land is to seek to 
understand and name the legacy of colonialism and genocide the 
Indigenous peoples of this land have endured, survived and resisted 

• My intention is to act in solidarity with Indigenous peoples, including 
examining the ways in which I benefit from the history and ongoing 
practice of colonization

• I am sharing ideas that have been crystallized through working with many 
individuals and groups over the years 

• Acknowledgements to many individuals for shaping my thinking over the 
years: Michaela Beder, Andrew Pinto, Nanky Rai, Mel Spence, Faraz
Shahidi, Faria Kamal, Stephanie Nixon, Nisha Kansal, Onye Nnorom, 
Suzanne Shoush, Tracy Blake and many more.

• Organizations: OHIP for All, Health for All, No One Is Illegal and others.



Current Context



Objectives

• To consider immigration status as a key 
determinant of health

• To explore structural determinants of health 
and intersections of power

• To zoom in on uninsured migrants in Canada 
and their experience

• To understand advocacy campaigns to fight 
for and with people who are uninsured



WHO. Conceptual Framework for Action on the Social Determinants of Health. 2010.

Symptoms of Deeper Societal Issues



CMA REPORT: “WHAT MAKES US SICK”



Mikkonen, J., & Raphael, D. (2010). Social 
Determinants of Health: The Canadian Facts.

Toronto: York University School of Health Policy 
and Management.



Source: Statistics Canada - https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/pub/45-28-0001/2020001/article/00079-
eng.htm



Miguel’s story

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
WxhDEe6rqec&t=158s



Who are migrants in Canada?

2016 census:

• >1 in 5 Canadians are foreign-born

• Different categories:

– Economic Immigrants

– Family Class

– Temporary Foreign Workers 

– Students or Visitors

– Refugees (Privately sponsored or government-
assisted)

– Refugee Claimants



Uninsured groups

• 3 month wait

– Policy brought in by NDP gov’t 1994

– Permanent residents on arrival or on gaining PR 
status: >88,000

– Temporary foreign workers on arrival (exc SAWP) –
increasing  in the past 10-15 years (>28k)

– Returning Canadian citizens 

• Temporary Foreign Workers

– Between contracts 

– Working part time 



Uninsured groups

• International Students

– Between visas

– High schools and colleges (no UHIP)

• Status in process: 

– Humanitarian & Compassionate claims

– Inland sponsorship

• Non-status - Estimated 250,000



Current Challenges

• An estimated 500,000 uninsured people 
residing in Ontario 

– Delay seeking care, conditions worsen, go to ER 

– Asked for cash upfront, given bills, collections 
agencies

– CHCs unable to support all in need

– Volunteer uninsured clinics overwhelmed



Emergency Visits by Uninsured

• Used National Ambulatory Care Reporting 
System (NACRS)

• Examined all hospital emergency visits in Ontario
for nine years
– April 1, 2001 to March 31, 2010

– All patients, adult and child (aged 16 and younger) 80 
years of age or younger

• Total N = 44,632,209

Hynie, Ardern , & Robertson, 2016



% Uninsured Visits (Ontario) by Temporary 
Immigrants (Canada) Over Time
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Severity and Outcomes

Uninsured compared to Insured
43% more likely to be severely ill

Severe: Resuscitation, Emergent
Not Severe:  Urgent, Less Urgent, Non Urgent



Visit Disposition Outcomes by 
Insurance Status
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Care for the Uninsured pre-COVID

• Community Health Centres –
– Committed to care for uninsured
– Uninsured funds inconsistently spread
– Offer primary care and allied services in house
– Limited funds for specialists, labs, imaging, ER care, capped at 

OHIP rates. 
– Catchment, capacity issues due to funding envelope.

• Volunteer-run and other uninsured clinics
– Scarborough volunteer clinic opened 2000 
– FCJ opened 2012
– NIWIC opened 2012
– Others in Hamilton, Kitchener

• Midwives – can see low risk pregnant women



Care for the Uninsured pre-COVID

• Public health clinics – immunizations, sexual 
health testing and treatment, TB clinics

• Emergency rooms – often ask for cash upfront, 
facility fees, give bills, collections agencies 

• NO way to access funds for cancer care, 
hospitalizations, home care, palliative care, long 
term care

• Outside of Toronto – VERY limited access 



How did these structures come 
about?



• Class
• Race
• Ethnicity
• Global North vs South
• Religion



Interlinked structures of power

Sexism
(Patriarchy)

Media
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Healthcare

Labour

Policing/Carceral

Immigration

Child welfare

Housing

Government



Racism
Xenophobia 

(Colonization 
Imperialism)

Interlinked structures of power

AbleismClassism
(Neoliberalism)

Homophobia  
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(Heterosexism)

Sexism
(Patriarchy)
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What is the history we carry with us?
Pre-confederation: 200 years of participation in slavery (abolished 1833)

1876: Indian Act passed with wide controls over Indigenous people including losing 
their Status if they obtain a University degree or become a professional eg. doctor, 
lawyer 

1885: Chinese Exclusion Act puts in place a ‘head tax’ for Chinese immigration –
increased over time to $500 in 1903. From 1901-1918, $18 million was collected from 
Chinese immigrants. 

1894: Amendment to Indian Act makes attendance at Indian Residential Schools or 
Day Schools compulsory (last school closed in 1996)

1917: Canada’s Department of Immigration and Colonization devises a list of 
“preferred” and “non-preferred” countries.

1920s-1980s: Racially segregated “Indian hospitals”, for Indigenous people in 
operation in Canada



1908-1947: Canada had in place a ‘continuous-journey provision’ which 
prohibited immigration of persons who did not “come from the country of 
their birth or citizenship by a continuous journey” in practice only impacting 
immigrants from India. During this time, large numbers of European 
immigrants continued to migrate (400,000 in 1913 alone, still unsurpassed 
today). 

1960: Indigenous people gain the right to vote

1982: Canada removes policy of Indigenous women losing their ‘Status’ if 
marrying a non-Indigenous man

2012: Canada creates two-tier refugee system depending on country of 
origin, denying healthcare coverage to some

What is the history we carry with us?



“Diversity, arguably has been achieved. Racialized persons from around the globe, each 
arriving with vibrant, unique and distinctive cultures, now co-exist alongside longstanding 
communities of formerly enslaved and free Black persons who have existed in Canada for 
three or more generations. On the surface, an official multicultural policy enshrined in law, 
along with the Charter of Rights and Freedoms, appears to counter past forms of state-
based discrimination. 

This appearance of equality, however, relies on the erasure of the conditions of Black life in 
Canada’s recent past as well as its present. For most Black people residing in Canada, 
neither racial equity nor inclusion, or ‘liberty’, to use Trudeau’s words, have been achieved. 
Instead, the realities of ongoing Black subjection only remain more hidden from view. 
Economic, social and political subjugation remain a definitive facet of Black life in Canada. 

This reality, too frequently rendered invisible by the rhetoric of Canada as a welcoming 
mosaic was neither natural or accidental, but constructed by people. Multiculturalism is 
better understood as part of a historically continuous practice of outward tolerance, of 
trying to contain Blackness through discourses of Canadian benevolence. Its uncritical and 
ubiquitous adoption into Canadian identity has served to disguise and insulate Canada’s 
racial hierarchies and has obscured the state’s role in failing to address, even proactively 
recreating, the material conditions of Black suffering.” Robyn Maynard,

Policing Black Lives

But Multiculturalism?



What does this mean when engaging 
in advocacy?

• History matters

• Health inequities and disparities not as chance 
but as a result of structural policies historical 
and present 

• See yourself in solidarity with those directly 
affected

• Politics is the #1 determinant of health



International context

France
covers all health care for non-status migrants who have lived in the country for at least 3 
months and have a household income below a set threshold. Around 45% of non-status 
migrants in France receive this coverage. 

Spain
Various municipalities provide universal health coverage for all residents regardless of status if 
they register as residents of a municipality. Non-status migrants that don’t register still continue 
to have access to emergency care free of charge. 



OHIP for All

• Started meeting in 2015

• Grew out of Health for All, collaboration with No 
One is Illegal and Ontario Coalition Against 
Poverty

• Policy solution sought for this ongoing issue

• Desire to not focus on just one group

• Sense of a ‘window’ due to federal Liberal 
government and provincial Liberal government

• More media discussions about migrants



OHIP for All

• Launched in 2016 – Toronto, Hamilton, Peterborough, 
London, Ottawa, Mississauga 

• Migrant engagement with various organizations

• Open letter to Premier and Health Minister – 1500 
signatures

• Meetings with MOHLTC, Minister of Health, Office of the 
Premier, Ontario NDP Health Critic, TC LHIN, Ontario 
Hospital Association, Ontario PC health critic

• 80+ allied organizations – health provider orgs, health 
orgs, settlement orgs, student orgs, legal, labour

• Successfully got onto Ontario NDP platform



Campaign Supporters



UN Human Rights Committee Decision







Peter Tabuns in Ontario Legislature



COVID: >1000 Ontario HCWs sign



Unprecedented policy within days



Next Steps

• How to build political will 

• Trying to get data

• Community dissemination but fear of backlash

• Allies on the ‘inside’ 





Be in touch!

@RitikaGoelTO

ritikagoelto@gmail.com

www.ohipforall.ca

info@ohipforall.ca


